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Abstract The characterization of platelet concentrates (PCs) in transfusion medicine has been
performed with different analytical methods and platelet lesions (from biochemistry to
cell biology) have been documented. In routine quality assessment and validation of
manufacturing processes of PCs for transfusion purposes, only basic parameters are
monitored and the platelet functions are not included. However, PCs undergo several
manipulations during the processing and the basic parameters do not provide sensitive
analyses to properly picture out the impact of the blood component preparation and
storage on platelets. To improve the transfusion supply chain and the platelet
functionalities, additional parameters should be used. The present short review will
focus on the different techniques to monitor ex vivo platelet lesions from phenotype
characterization to advanced omic analyses. Then, the opportunities to use these
methods in quality control, process validation, development, and research will be
discussed. Functional markers should be considered because they would be an
advantage for the future developments in transfusion medicine.
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Zusammenfassung Die Charakterisierung von Thrombozytenkonzentraten (TK) wird in der Transfusions-
medizin mithilfe von verschiedenen analytischen Methoden durchgeführt und dabei
können Thrombozytenläsionen (von der biochemischen bis zur zellulären Ebene)
festgestellt werden. In der routinemässigen Qualitätsprüfung und bei der Validierung
von Herstellungsverfahren von TK für Transfusionszwecke werden nur grundlegende
Parameter überprüft, allerdings nicht die Thrombozytenfunktion. TK erfahren jedoch
mehrere Bearbeitungsschritte während der Herstellung und die Analyze der Standard-
parameter ist nicht ausreichend um den Einfluss der Blutkomponentenherstellung und
der Lagerung auf Thrombozyten zu erfassen. Um die Transfusionsversorgungskette
und die Funktionalität der Thrombozyten zu verbessern, sollten zusätzliche Parameter
berücksichtigt werden. In diesem kurzen Review liegt der Fokus auf verschiedene
Techniken um ex vivoThrombozytenläsionen, durch Phänotypcharakterisierung bis hin
zu modernsten Omik-Analysen, aufzuzeigen. Anschliessend wird der Nutzen dieser
Methoden für Qualitätskontrolle, Prozessvalidierung, Entwicklung und Forschung
diskutiert. Funktionsmarker sollten berücksichtigt werden, da sie einen Vorteil für
zukünftige Entwicklungen in der Transfusionsmedizin darstellen würden.
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Introduction

It appears trivial nowadays to order a bag of platelets for
transfusion purposes. Nevertheless, the products available to-
day are the consequences of several developments in blood
component processes. The ex vivo conditions (i.e., when the
platelets are outside the human body and the physiological
conditions) are obviously different than the in vivo conditions;
platelets are concentrated (600–2,000� 109 cells/L against
150–400� 109 cells/L in vivo), the plasma surrounding them
canbedilutedtoaround30to40%bystoragesolutions,andthey
are sequestrated in a gas-permeable plastic bag at 22°C. During
this ex vivo journey platelets develop different lesions.1,2

Platelet concentrates (PCs) and the processes behind have to
meet several criteria defined by regulation agencies based on
guidelines.3 Beyond the donor qualification, volume, concen-
tration of platelets, residual cell contaminations, pH, tempera-
ture, and so on follow different directives. Hence, these
conditions and controls should guarantee that the platelets
are still functional for transfusion even after 7 days of storage
(or 5 days unless bacterial detection or pathogen inactivation
methods are applied).

However, platelet functions are not taken into account here,
neither invalidationofprocessesnor inqualitycontrol,whereas
several research studies include advanced analyses in the study
ofplatelets.Dothecitedparameterspowerenoughtoguarantee
theplateletqualityormoreprecisely their functionalproperties
(indeedqualitycouldalsorefer toqualitymanagement,which is
another subject)? Are they power enough to develop new
processing or storage strategies able to improve the platelet
transfusion efficiency? The quantification of ex vivo modifica-
tions is of primary importance to evaluate the impact of blood
component preparation from the donors to the patients. This is
evenmore important considering that the patients have differ-
ent needs. PCs are used in preventive treatments (prophylactic
use) to maintain platelet count and to prevent bleeding (which
is the case in hemato-oncology), and in curative treatments to
stop hemorrhage (e.g. surgery bleeding in patients under
antagonists of thrombocyte aggregation).

The present concise review will therefore focus on the in
vitro parameters that are used in the characterization of PCs,
and the opportunities for the monitoring and the develop-
ment of these blood products.

Preparation of Platelet Concentrates

Before the transfusion, platelets have to be extracted from
bloodandstored. Theycanbeharvestedbyapheresismethods,
where only the targeted cells (platelets here) are selected,
producing a bag containing one to three units ready for further
processing. Fromwhole blood, two processes are feasible: the
platelet-rich plasma and buffy-coat methods. A soft-spin
centrifugation of the whole blood is used to produce plate-
let-richplasma.Another centrifugation step is then required to
concentrate the platelets and a PC is obtained by the pooling of
units from several donations. In the case of the buffy-coat
method, a hard-spin centrifugation is applied and platelets are
concentratedwithin thebuffy-coat layer. Buffy-coat units from

several donations are pooled together and centrifuged again.
Leukocytes are depleted by filtration. The platelets can remain
in 100% plasma or prepared in different platelet additive
solutions,4 with 30 to 40% of plasma.

PCs can be pathogen-inactivated depending on regula-
tions. The principle is to modify genetic materials to avoid
pathogen replication. It is based on photo- or photochemical
treatments. Three technologies are available: the Intercept
blood system using a combination of ultraviolet (UV)-A light
and amotosalen (Cerus Corporation, United States; commer-
cially available), the Mirasol pathogen reduction technology
system (Terumo BCT, United States; commercially available)
using a combination of UV light and riboflavin, and the
Theraflex UV-platelets using UV-C light only (Marcopharma,
France; phase III clinical trial).5,6

PCs are stored between 20 and 24°C under agitation. The
storage is limited to 5 days postdonation unless bacterial
detection or pathogen-inactivation treatments are applied,
in that case, storage is 7 days. Other products such as plasma-
removed PCs or cryopreserved platelets can be prepared. It
has to be noticed that cold platelets (i.e., stored at 4°C) are
under evaluations but are not in routine use.7–10 This type of
storage could be a good opportunity for the treatment of
bleeding patients. Moreover, it can reduce the pressure on
the blood supply by increasing the storage period and
reducing the risk of bacterial contamination in countries
where pathogen-inactivation treatments are not adopted.11

All these steps (in addition to the donor’s characteristics)
influence the storage of the platelets: the centrifugation
steps and the contact to plastic can activate the cells, the
final platelet concentration can play a role on the metabo-
lism, and the pathogen inactivation modifies some of the
properties. To control the processing, several criteria have to
be met. The maximum residual cell contaminations have to
be below 1� 106 leucocytes/PC and 4� 106 red blood
cells/mL, the concentration of platelets has to remain higher
than 2.0� 1011/unit (2.4� 1011/unit in Switzerland and oth-
er countries) as recommended by the European directives,3

and the pH has to be higher than 6.4 until the end of the
storage period. The in-process control and monitoring con-
trol are listed in ►Table 1. These parameters are used for the
validations of manufacturing processes too.

Platelet Lesions

Any step from the donation to the transfusion has an impact
on the quality of the PC.1,2,4,6,12,13Asmentioned before there
are criteria that have to be met from visual inspection to cell
count and pH. The ex vivo properties have been explored
visually (presence of aggregates, swirling score) and investi-
gated by in vitro assays (including platelet phenotype and
functions) and more recently by omic approaches14–16 (i.e.,
metabolomics,17,18 transcriptomics,19 or proteomics20).

Phenotype of Stored Platelets
Phenotype is usually characterized by flow cytometry. The
majority of the phenotype includes surface marker quantifi-
cation such as glycoproteins (GPs) that provides information
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on the modification of receptors. These modifications are
spontaneous and are not the consequences of specific stim-
ulations. GPIb (also called CD42b, part of the vonWillebrand
receptor) decreases during the storage until day 7 postdo-
nation and its expression is influenced by treatments such as
pathogen inactivation.21–25 Indeed, amotosalen/UV-A treat-
ment induces the desialylation and cleavage of this receptor
(increase of glycocalicin).24GPIIbIIIa (integrinαIIbßIII,fibrin-
ogen receptor), GPIaIIa (integrin α2β1, collagen receptor),
and GPVI (immunoglobulin-like transmembrane protein,
collagen receptor) remain stable through the storage.23 The
activated form of αIIbßIII can be quantified using binding
affinity to procaspase-activating compound 1 (PAC-1). An
increase activation of this GP has been reported following
pathogen-inactivation procedures (higher in the case of
riboflavin/UV light).21,22 Of note, the treatments used do
not provide the same levels of activation.

Other markers can be monitored such as the expression of
p-selectin (CD62P), a hallmark of platelet activation, and the
exposure of phosphatidylserine (PS), a marker of pre-apopto-
sis. CD62P is sensitive and itcanbeexpressedbycentrifugation
steps or pathogen-inactivation techniques. It increases after
processing steps as well during the storage.21–23,25–27 As for
the PS exposure (usually quantified by binding to annexin V),
the percentages increase and the effect is even exacerbated by
the pathogen inactivation. It has to be noticed that the sample
preparation influences the results. Hechler et al reported no
effect of pathogen inactivation with amotosalen/UV-A on
these two markers compared with untreated PCs.23

SolubleGP can also be quantified in the supernatant of PCs
(using ELISA kit). Soluble GPV was found to increase during
the storage in different additive solutions and in plasma, and
it was correlated to CD62P, hypotonic shock response (HSR),
and lactate concentration.28 It was proposed as an ex vivo
activation marker.

Othermembrane and cytosolic proteins can bemodified too
(see the Proteomics section below).12,15 Regarding specific
pathways and apoptotic events in particular, overexpression
of Bak protein and cleaved caspase-3 were observed after
amotosalen/UV-Atreatment (duetoUV illumination).24Similar
data were obtained for the treatment with riboflavin/UV.29,30

Function of Stored Platelets
Because the role of platelets is to react to stimuli, the
functions of platelets are challenged using different agonists.

Like phenotype analyses, the platelet reactivity can bemoni-
tored by flow cytometry. Following adenosine diphosphate
(ADP) stimulation, decreases of αIIbßIII activation and p-
selectin expressionwere clearly reported since thebeginning
of the storage.27 Such results suggest a functional defect due
to weak stimulation. The hypothesis is a desensitization of
the ADP receptors because of previous exposition to
ADP.27,31,32 These investigations enable scientists tomonitor
the reactivity of the platelets to activation and to investigate
different cellular pathways.

Collagen- and thrombin-activated (COAT) platelets are
another functional characteristic of platelets.33,34 They are a
subpopulation of platelets induced by coactivationwith colla-
gen and thrombin, and typically represent 30% of circulating
platelets in healthy individuals.35–37 They exhibit particular
procoagulant properties, one of the major roles of platelets
besides aggregation. They are characterized by a high and
sustain level of cytosolic calcium, the exposure of PS, and are
PAC-1 negative (inactivation of the αIIbßIII). In in vitro assays,
the percentage of COAT is quantified by PS exposure after the
dual activation with convulxin and thrombin. In buffy-coat-
derived PCs the percentages of COAT platelets were decreased
from more than 30% to less than 10%.27 By consequence, they
were reported to be present at a lower level in PCs than in
human. Decreases of COAT population were also observed to
different extent in buffy-coat-derived PCs38 and PCs from
apheresis.39 On the contrary, Alberio and colleagues showed
that the COAT properties were increased in cryopreserved
platelets.40 Indeed, themeanpercentage of COAT plateletswas
56.4%, which is far higher thanwhat was observed in conven-
tional PCs. Nevertheless, it is obvious to mention that the
platelet preparation was different; platelets were kept in
plasma and gamma-irradiated.

Another method of evaluating platelet function is aggreg-
ometry, which is used both in diagnosis and in research on
platelets. The response is monitored in function of different
agonists, such as collagen, thrombin receptor activating pep-
tide (TRAP), ADP, arachidonic acid, epinephrine, or different
combinations. Usually the response decreases in function of
the storage time and it is influenced by the platelet additive
solution used.4 The use of a couple of agonists to activate
platelets (e.g., epinephrine and ADP or collagen) in vitro
induces a higher response than single activation.22 Aggreg-
ometry allows us to probe different pathways in platelet
aggregation, which is of interest in the preparation of PCs.

Table 1 Quality control parameters in Switzerland

Parameters Criteria Process Frequency

Visual control Color, aggregates, swirling Before processing All units

Volume >150mL After pathogen inactivation 1% of the production/year

Platelet content �2.5� 1011/unit Before pathogen inactivation 10 bags/mo

�2.4� 1011/unit After pathogen inactivation 10 bags/mo

Leukocyte content <1� 106/unit Before pathogen inactivation 10 bags/mo

Red blood cell concentration <4� 106/mL Before pathogen inactivation 10 bags/mo

pH >6.4 at 22°C From 5 to 7 days of storage 1% of the production/year
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The different centrifugation steps or thepathogen inactivation
modify the response to agonists, which might provide infor-
mation on the impacted molecular pathways.

Thromboelastography (TEG) or rotational thromboelas-
tometry (ROTEM) are point-of-care tests used in the clinic to
assess hemostatic properties of platelets in whole blood
samples. They provide general information on the clot for-
mation and the in vivo hemostasis, which requires whole
blood samples. A few studies have reconstituted blood using
1:1:1 or 4:4:1 ratio of red blood cells, plasma, and plate-
lets,41,42 to investigate the hemostatic properties of blood
products. This approach can be of interest to study the effect
of processing or storage in stored platelets in a context close
to in vivo and provides information on the hemostatic
properties of PCs. Indeed, some conditions (cold storage,
for instance) could change these properties. These methods
could therefore evaluate the potential impacts of the PC
preparation and storage on the transfused patients. It is
also important to notice here that the supernatant of PCs,
which contain microvesicles and other biological response
modifiers, could participate in the hemostatic properties
evaluated using TEG or ROTEM. Therefore, the experimental
design has to include both the cells and the supernatant.

In the diverse assays available, HSR is a convenient test. It
consists of monitoring the capacity of platelets to resist a
hypotonic stress by adding water to the sample. The per-
centage of HSR slightly decreases during the storage, which
is further exacerbated by pathogen-inactivation treat-
ments.21,22 It negatively correlates to the PS exposure in
conventional storage.22 HSR is an easy-to-use technique and
it might be taken into account to assess the level of lesions
at the cellular level.

Another interesting approach is the use of light scattering
to monitor platelet shape change and microparticle content
following temperature cycling.43,44 A score can be obtained
(including platelet shape as well as microparticle count),
which represents the quality of the PCs. The idea of such type
of control could be the elimination of “poor” PCs or the
distribution of them in function of the score. However, the
threshold definition is blood center-dependent and difficult
to determine.

Thrombin generation that measures the capacity of plate-
let to produce thrombin provides data on the functionality. A
decrease was reported through the storage.38

Metabolic Status
Studies of platelet metabolism and blood gas exchange are
useful in the context of transfusion medicine. They are
usually extracellular quantifications that provide informa-
tion on the behavior of ex vivo cell aging. As expected in such
close systems, a consumption of glucose and a production of
lactate are observed. This production has a direct impact on
the pH, which is one of the parameters tested in the routine
quality controls. Intracellular concentrations of adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) slightly decrease during the storage.26 As
for ADP (important for platelet stimulation), the decrease is
followed by a plateau after 4 days of storage showing differ-
ent trends (see theMetabolomics section for more details).18

The consumption of glucose, and by extension the meta-
bolic activity of platelets during the storage, is influenced by
the type of additive solutions used and by the processing.
Indeed, the absence of Kþ and Mg2þ in the additive solution
participates to the increase in glucose consumption,22,45 as
well as the use of UV-B illumination in the riboflavin/UV
treatment.21,22 ATP levels were reported lower in
riboflavin/UV-treated platelets at day 8 compared with
untreated PCs.26 An overconsumption of glucose can exhaust
the metabolite activity and negatively affect the storage by a
diminution of available cell energy and antioxidant defenses,
and a decrease of pH because of lactate production.

Advanced Analyses

Once phenotypic or functional platelet lesions are identified,
it is sometimes difficult to understand the reasons and
evaluate the clinical impact. It is therefore necessary to go
deeper into the platelets biology and biochemistry. This step
is not directly useful for quality control in transfusion
medicine but necessary to carry out hypothesis-driven
research and development strategies. It requires all the
methods involved in research laboratories in biology and
biochemistry. The next paragraph will focus on examples in
omic sciences.

Metabolomics
The omic approaches based on mass spectrometry have
enabled the analysis of a huge amount ofmetabolites present
in a sample. Although they require careful sample prepara-
tions and not all metabolites can be quantified by such an
approach (we can mention here glutathione or other thiol
derivatives that require derivatization because of oxidation
injuries during the ionization process), studies on relative
quantifications have been performed during storage and in
function of pathogen-inactivation treatments.

Paglia et al described the evolution of the metabolism
(mainly carbon-centered and energy metabolism) during the
storage.18Threedifferentmetabolicphenotypeswerededuced,
with shifts from one regime to another one after day 3 and day
6. From days 0 to 3, the main activity was found in the
glycolysis, thepentosephosphatepathway, and theglutathione
synthesis. A lower activity was reported in a tricarboxylic acid
cycleandoxidativephosphorylation.Then, fromdays4 to6, the
two last pathways were reactivated, and purine metabolism
was used to recycle hypoxanthine. Finally, from days 7 to 10
(beyond the storage duration defined by regulation), metabo-
lites started to accumulate without recirculation.

When pathogen-inactivation treatments are included in
the investigation, three types of metabolite evolution were
reported: effect of storage only, storage effect exacerbated by
pathogen inactivation, and direct effect of the treatment.
Hence, in the case of amotosalen/UVA-treated PCs, all these
alterations were observed, particularly oxidative damages.17

This was particularly true in the purine pathwaywhere urate
was oxidized to allantoin following the photochemical treat-
ment. It is one of the proofs of the oxidative damages induced
by pathogen-inactivation treatments.17,46,47
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Lipidomics is considered as a subcategoryofmetabolomics,
even though different sample preparations and analytical
setup are used. Lipids are not only important in membrane
composition but also in signaling and platelet activation.
During the storage, the platelet lipidome is modified. This
topic was recently reviewed by Johnson and colleagues.48

Proteomics
Protein platelet analyses using a proteomic approach have
been performed for almost two decades.15,49 It enables the
identification of the proteome of platelets under resting or
activated conditions.50–56 More than 3,800 proteins were
identified by Burkhart et al52 and even 4,100 in apheresis PCs
by Aloui et al.55

Beyond the identification of proteins, proteomics provide
informationon thepathways involvedor affected in functionof
the tested conditions. As a fewexamples, García et al identified
the upregulation of Dock-2 protein and the phosphorylation of
a regulator of G protein signaling inTRAP-activated platelets.57

Qureshi et al deeply studied the phosphoproteome (i.e., the
group of proteins containing phosphorylation modifications)
with a focus on the integrin αIIbßIII network.51More recently,
Beck et al applied a temporal quantification to analyze the
phosphoproteome evolution in response to ADP and ADP plus
Iloprost.58Thisapproachenabled themto identifyandquantify
early response (within 10 seconds following the treatment),
mediumresponse (30 seconds),and late response(60 seconds).
The careful analysis showed a modulation of ADP-induced
phosphorylation by Iloprost and the identification of reversible
sites in view of monitoring activation states for the clinic.

In transfusion medicine, the platelet proteome is moder-
ately modified during the storage with a low number of
differently expressed proteins. Identified proteins are linked
to platelet activation, cytoskeletal reorganization, vesicle
trafficking, and apoptosis pathways. The pathogen-inactiva-
tion treatments moderately impact the proteome.20 In the
case of riboflavin/UV treatment that showed oxidative
lesions, protein carbonylationswere reported once the treat-
ment applied47 and 17 proteins were identified as irrevers-
ibly oxidized.54 These proteins were involved in platelet
shape change and aggregation pathways.

The protein identification is important but the weak
impact on the overall proteome in PCs hardly explains the
phenotype and functional defects observed at the cellular
level (described in the previous sections). Advanced proteo-
mics has been required to study protein functions, post-
translational modifications (oxidation, phosphorylation,…),
protein signaling, and so forth. Of particular interest in
transfusion medicine and blood processing is the study of
phosphorylation. Schubert et al discovered that a phosphor-
ylation form of a kinase (p38MAPK) was overexpressed
following the treatment with riboflavin/UV.59 Stivala et al
confirmed this observation in the case of amotosalen/UVA
treatment.24 This protein plays a key role in the regulation of
platelet function. Moreover, such regulations are in cross-
talk to oxidativemechanisms such as reactive oxygen species
and cysteine oxidation.60 Cysteine oxidationwas reported to
be linked to αIIbßIII activation in PC treated with UV-C

light.61 We recently identified reversible cysteine oxidation
in this integrin following amotosalen/UVA treatment
(Sonego G et al., under revision).

The omic investigations have been useful for the under-
standing ofmolecular pathways and the various responses to
stimuli. Recently, there was a shift from the proteome
discovery to quantitative physiological and pathological
variations.55 Nevertheless, these is still some challenges in
sample preparation (washing, inhibitors, resting or activated
platelets), standardization, and complex workflow transfer
in routine and low abundant and highly modified proteins.

Correlation to In Vivo Data

Despite all the available methods, it is sometimes difficult to
picture out the whole clinical impact that also depends on
the patients’ status. The correlations to clinical outcomes are
important for choosing the right analytical approach. Several
parameterswere reported to correlate to recoveryor survival
such as morphology and swirling, p-selectin, lactate, or
HSR.63 Recently, van der Meer and colleagues investigated
correlations between in vitro assays and the corrected-count
increment (CCI) at 1 hour in hemato-oncology patients.64

The CCI enables the evaluation of the increase in circulating
platelets after a transfusion, corrected for the body surface
and the dose. It is indicative of a good recirculation of the
transfused platelets. They found that some assays correlate to
CCI, such as the p-selectin expression and PS exposure. The
combination of these markers to lactate concentration (in
vitro rating score) improved the correlation. Moreover, the
platelet responsiveness after stimulationwith TRAP provides
a correlation to CCI with a Spearman’s coefficient of 0.57 and
a p-value of 0.0001 (for the mean responsiveness). Such
studies provide the required data to select the right param-
eters. Functional assays should be more suitable to link in
vitro parameters to clinical outcomes.

Another important marker is the bleeding score,65 to
which the CCI is a poor surrogate marker.66 It is classified
in four grades according to the World Health Organization, 4
being the worst case. Grades 3 and 4 are clinically relevant
and grade 2 could be considered a surrogate outcome.65 TEG
was shown to correlate to grade 2 bleeding. Different param-
eters can be extracted from a TEG, such as the maximum
amplitude, the reaction time, or the α angle. In thrombocy-
topenic patients, only theα anglewas reported to correlate to
bleeding with a p-value of 0.003.67

These clinical data are important to find correlations and
drive developments. Nevertheless, it is difficult to carry out
clinical trials to evaluate the efficacy of platelet transfusions
in transfusion medicine. In the absence of clinical studies, it
is almost impossible to evaluate the changes and find these
correlations. A recent committee report was published on
this subject.68

Finally, markers could be also influenced by the patholog-
ical situation. The needs in term of platelet support are
different in preventive and curative treatments. In hemato-
oncology, the aim is to maintain a high enough level of
platelets and the CCI is a good indicator to follow. However,
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the CCI does not provide information on the hemostatic
efficiency of transfused platelets. In curative treatments,
where hemostatic support is compulsory, other indicators
should be used.

What to Do?

The various techniques and results briefly presented here
provide opportunities to better characterize platelets for
transfusion purposes. They bring different levels of informa-
tion with different levels of complexity. None of them is
applicable to all cases in transfusion medicine.

All these assaysprovide a lot of informationonplatelets and
their ability to response to various stimuli. In function of the
molecules used (activator or inhibitor), different biochemical
pathways can be tested and challenged. It might provide
information regarding the part of the function that can be
modified by the process or the storage. Once identified,
corrective strategies might be evaluated. This is particularly
useful for the development of new strategies in transfusion
medicine and patient health care. Particularly, they allow to
evaluate the impact of a procedure or another one and to add
information for process development for instance.

Parameters in Blood Processing
In quality control and in-process control issues, the assays have
to be affordable and compatible with the production line. For
these reasons, basic characterizations such as visual inspection
or diverse cell counts are the primary choices. The visual
inspection can advise the operator to a potential problem
with the bags (or with the donation since the swirling score
mightdependon individual factors) in the caseofaggregates or
absence of swirling. They are direct proofs of issues with the
platelets on shape change and platelet interactions. In spite of
these controls, the platelets can be activated or in a preapop-
totic state. As for the pH, the requirement is usually reached
evenwithPCs formore than aweekof storage or if the agitation
was stopped for more than a day. Noninvasive methods (or
without any risk of contamination) would be the grail and
would avoid to throw out blood products. In absence of such
methods, a small volume is withdrawn into a satellite bag and
other PCs are selected for control purposes and not transfused.
Inmonthly controls, phenotypeand functional assaysmight be
included topropose anadvancedmonitoringof theproduction.
Additional controls are present during the processing (trace-
ability, intermediate count, …) but are out of the scope of the
present review.

In process development and validation (e.g., test of new
bags, novel centrifugation steps, resting times, inactivation
techniques, and so on), additional parameters should be
included such as platelet functions. Nowadays, only a few
parameters are included (bag volume, platelet count, pH, and
residual cell contamination; see ►Table 1). However, it
would be important to consider the function of platelets.
Indeed, several processes activate platelets, which is not
visible with the visual inspection and the cell counts. The
addition of phenotype characterizations and functional
assays will help to provide platelets of better quality with

lower levels of lesions. Nevertheless, the definition of the
quality is still not clear. Does it mean “no difference com-
pared to conventional conditions” or “equivalent to physio-
logical functions”? In this context, it is important to notice
that the modifications of platelet properties are not all
irreversible. Some of them can be rescued in vivo once
transfused (especially the defect linked to metabolism and
the morphology). These reversible lesions can therefore be
considered asminor whereas the irreversible ones have to be
considered as major. Finally, the answer can depend on
patient status, where needs can be different in hemato-
oncology and bleeding patients (as already mentioned).

Advanced analyses are “restricted” to research laborato-
ries and in some cases clinical investigations. They are not
applicable in routine because of the level of expertise re-
quired and the cost of the analyses. However, they are the
cornerstone to pursue investigations and find strategies to
develop blood products. It is true to define new markers in
process development and quality control, and to correlate
and investigate the clinical impact on patients to particular
processing and storage conditions. These types of analyses
should be included in clinical trials as much as possible.

Investigation of In Vivo Function of Transfused Platelet
Concentrates
The final and decisive evaluations of PCs are based on in vivo
survival and recovery, which is not systematically required
(modifications offilter types or resting steps does not require
in vivo studies for example). Labeled platelets are used for
the quantification.

Cellular survival and recovery as well as cell functions are
of primary importance to properly assess the benefit of a
treatment. These experiments have been based on radioac-
tive tracers (111In or 51Cr) to label cells and investigate the in
vivo behaviors. This approach is cumbersome, requires par-
ticular techniques, and is available only in specific institu-
tions. The use of biotin can safely replace the radioactive
tracers (as already shown in red blood cells in human
subjects69,70). Transfusion of biotinylated cells to patients
has already been done using red blood cells notably by Mock
and colleagues since 1999.71 Biotinylation of platelets is
feasible,72,73 and recently research groups have worked
and developed methods on it.74,75

The infusion of labeled platelets in healthy volunteers and
patients enable to study not only the recovery and the recir-
culation but also the in vivo function of platelets. Indeed,
biotinylated platelets can be specifically detected by flow
cytometry for quantification. In addition, this population can
be studied in more detail to quantify the phenotype (sponta-
neous markers) as well as the platelet functions. For instance,
after the in vitro activation with an agonist, it is possible to
detect the level of activation of this labeled population.

The informationonplatelet functionsobtainedwith labeled
platelets should be included to properly assess the properties
of transfused platelets. Therefore, it will provide information
on platelets in function of patients’ status to adapt transfusion
practices aswell as informationoncorrelationdata todrive the
selection of in vitro monitoring parameters.
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Conclusions

The characteristics of PCs are influenced by almost all the
steps from the donors to the patients: donors’ character-
istics, collection, processing, storage conditions (removing of
plasma, cryopreservation, storage at 4°C, …). The general
trends of ex vivo aging of platelets are equivalent but differ-
ences in amplitude and kinetics are found in function of the
previously cited parameters.

The criteria used today enable to secure the supply chain
with adaptedmethods and at costs that are affordable by the
blood banks and the health care systems. However, there is
still room for improvement and it is critical to develop new
methods of collection, processing, and storage to extend
platelet storage time and quality, and to include new met-
rics.76 Currently, there are three issues to consider: (1) probe
and improve platelet functionalities because function must
become part of the quality assessment, (2) reduce cost, risks,
and secure platelet availability for transfusion, (3) get out of
the “one-size-fits-all” model (defined on circulating platelet
count paradigm) regarding the patients’ needs.

All the analyses regarding platelet phenotypes and func-
tions, including advanced analyses, are of particular interest
and of particular need to (1) drive the developments and
improvements in PC production procedures (e.g., resting
time or other filtrations, evaluation of kits, special products
such as washed PCs, and so on) and the storage conditions
(additive solution, cold, and cryopreservation, for instance)
and (2) understand clinical effects: correlation to invivo data,
correlation and causality between the tryptic: donors–prod-
ucts–patients.

Functional markers should definitively be considered and
included in recommendations. We have all the techniques
available to get out of empirical developments and to pursue
hypothesis-driven research and development. Beyond these
developments and controls, there is issue on cost, logistics,
and so on, but the patients’ benefit should be prioritized first.
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